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Nanostructured zirconium dioxide (zirconia) films are very promising for catalysis and biotechnological

applications: a precise control of the interfacial properties of the material at different length scales

and, in particular, at the nanoscale, is therefore necessary. Here, we present the characterization of

cluster-assembled zirconia films produced by supersonic cluster beam deposition possessing cubic

structure at room temperature and controlled nanoscale morphology. We characterized the effect of

thermal annealing in reducing and oxidizing conditions on the crystalline structure, grain dimensions,

and topography. We highlight the mechanisms of film growth and phase transitions, which determine

the observed interfacial morphological properties and their resilience against thermal treatments.

Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4960441]

INTRODUCTION

Zirconium dioxide (ZrO2), also known as zirconia, is a

polymorphic material exhibiting three different crystallo-

graphic phases for different temperature ranges at normal

atmospheric pressure: the monoclinic phase, from room tem-

perature to 1175 �C, the tetragonal phase, from 1175 to

2370 �C, and the cubic phase, from 2370 to 2750 �C (melting

point).1,2 Zirconia finds a wide variety of applications for its

mechanical strength and toughness,3 high chemical resistance,

and thermal stability.4 ZrO2 films are used for the production

of fuel gas sensors,5 fuel cells,6,7 and in catalytic applications

as supports or active phases.8–10 The excellent biocompatibil-

ity makes also zirconia a material of choice for orthopaedic

prosthesis and dental restorative applications.11–14

The above mentioned properties are typical of the

tetragonal and cubic high-temperature phases:1,12 this has

stimulated a considerable effort in the characterization of the

conditions determining zirconia phase stability and transi-

tion.12,15–17 The high-temperature phases can be stabilized at

room temperature by introducing oxygen deficiencies; this is

usually obtained by doping zirconia with divalent (Mg2þ,

Ca2þ) and trivalent (Y3þ, Sc3þ) cationic species.9

The phase stability of zirconia polymorphs is substan-

tially different when one considers nanoparticles: in pure

ZrO2 nanopowders and nanocrystalline zirconia, the tetrago-

nal phase (t-ZrO2) and the cubic phase (c-ZrO2) are stable

at room temperature.18,19 A critical nanoparticle diameter

around 20 nm has been reported by several authors above

which the monoclinic phase (m-ZrO2) returns to be the most

stable20,21 at room temperature.

The mechanism responsible for the stability of t-ZrO2

and c-ZrO2 nanocrystals at room temperature has not yet

been unambiguously identified: several authors have pro-

posed the differences in surface energy between the different

phases,22–24 the influence of anionic impurities, oxygen

vacancies,25 the influence of lattice strain, the influence of

lattice defects, and/or water vapour.26 Recently, it has been

shown that nanocrystalline t-ZrO2 can be truly thermody-

namically more stable than m-ZrO2 in air below 1200 �C in

the absence of coarsening,27 offering further support to the

thermodynamic surface energy hypothesis.

For applications in biotechnology and catalysis, the use

of nanostructured zirconia films is of particular interest not

only for the stabilization of the tetragonal and cubic phases.

Parameters such as active surface area, surface roughness,

and substrate topography are also critical for cell culturing28

or for proteins and enzyme adsorption;29 high surface area

has significant advantage in catalysing gas reactions due to

the increased adsorption capacity, and can often provide

more active sites thus giving higher catalytic activity.30 It is

thus of primary importance to develop fabrication strategies

for nanostructured zirconia films able to control not only the

structure, phase, and dimensions of the individual nanopar-

ticles, but also their assembling towards the intelligent

design of properties such as specific area, micro and nano-

scale porosity, and surface corrugation, that must be resilient

against thermal treatments and annealing.

Different methods have been reported for the synthesis

of nanostructured zirconia films: sol-gel, spray pyrolysis,

micro-wave plasma processes, sputtering, non-hydrolytic

thermal decomposition, and ion beam assisted deposition

technique (IBAD).31–34 These approaches concentrate on the
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crystalline structure and thermal stability of the films; no sys-

tematic investigation on the nanoscale structure and topogra-

phy and on their reproducibility, thermal stability and

quantitative control have been reported so far. Moreover,

conventional production and processing methods, based on

solid state or wet chemistry, are not often suitable for the

integration with batch micro-fabrication technology, and

despite the high efficiency and low cost of these techniques,

it is difficult to obtain a reproducible and quantitative control

of rough surfaces at the nanoscale.

Recently, we reported that nanostructured zirconia films

can be fabricated by depositing neutral zirconia clusters pro-

duced in the gas phase and accelerated on a substrate by a

supersonic expansion; this approach is called supersonic

cluster beam deposition (SCBD).28 The use of supersonic

expansions instead of effusive beams, as in standard cluster

beam deposition, makes it possible the production of intense

and highly collimated nanoparticle beams.35 In SCBD, neu-

tral clusters are accelerated in a carrier gas by the supersonic

expansion; electrostatically accelerated ion clusters are not

used therefore to assemble the nanostructured film.36

Here, we present the production of cluster-assembled zir-

conia films with cubic structure at room temperature and with

controlled nanoscale morphology. We characterized the effect

of thermal annealing in reducing and oxidizing conditions

(temperature range: from room temperature to 1000 �C) on

the crystalline structure, grain dimensions, and topography,

highlighting the mechanisms of film growth and phase transi-

tion, which determine the observed interfacial morphological

properties and their resilience against thermal treatments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Deposition of ns-ZrOx thin films

Nanostructured zirconia (ns-ZrOx) thin films were pro-

duced using a supersonic cluster beam deposition35,37 appara-

tus equipped with a Pulsed Micro-plasma Cluster Source38,39

(PMCS). Details on the deposition technique are provided

elsewhere;37,40 here, we summarize the most important

aspects for the engineering of film nanostructure. The opera-

tion of the PMCS is based on the ablation of a zirconium rod

by a pulsed argon plasma jet, ignited by an electric discharge.

The ablated species thermalize in the quenching inert gas and

condense to form clusters. The mixture of clusters and inert

gas is then extracted into an expansion chamber through a

nozzle and forms a seeded supersonic beam.40 Clusters car-

ried by the seeded beam are collected by a substrate placed on

a manipulator and perpendicularly intersecting the beam tra-

jectory. The deposition takes place in a second chamber sepa-

rated by the expansion one by a skimmer. The clusters kinetic

energy is low enough to avoid fragmentation, and hence, a

cluster-assembled nanostructured film is grown. Zr clusters

partially oxidize in the cluster source and in the deposition

chamber due to the presence of oxygen traces; oxidation fur-

ther proceeds upon exposure to air, resulting in a cluster-

assembled ZrOx (x� 2) film.

Five different ns-ZrOx batches have been investigated;

they are characterized by thickness in the range 50–570 nm

and roughness Rq ranging from 15 to 40 nm (see below).

Two ns-ZrOx films with thickness of about 150 nm have

been analyzed for determining the film stoichiometry via

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Cluster-assembled films

directly deposited on support grids have been used for trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM) characterization. The

samples for X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) have been

prepared by scratching pristine deposited films and then put-

ting the obtained powder in a quartz capillary.

Characterization of the surface morphology of ns-ZrOx

films by atomic force microscopy

We have characterized the surface morphology of

ns-ZrOx films by Atomic Force Microscopy (Multimode

Nanoscope IV by Veeco) in tapping mode, with single-

crystal silicon tips with a nominal radius of curvature in the

range 5–10 nm and cantilever resonance frequency of about

300 kHz. We acquired several 2 lm� 1 lm images for each

sample with scan rates of 1.5–2 Hz. Sampling resolution was

2048� 512 points. Images were flattened by line-by-line

subtraction of first and second order polynomials in order to

remove artifacts due to sample tilt and scanner bow. From

the images, we have calculated the root-mean-square (RMS)

surface roughness Rq of the samples as the standard devia-

tion of surface heights. The film thickness was calculated by

scanning a region of the film, where a sharp step was pro-

duced by masking the substrate during cluster deposition.

We investigated also the evolution of the surface mor-

phology at increasing annealing temperatures; in particular,

we considered five different temperatures in the interval

from room temperature to 800 �C. Samples were thermally

annealed in air using an oven brought at the final tempera-

tures of 250–400–600–800 �C, respectively, applying a tem-

perature ramp of 50 �C in 5 min, and maintaining the target

temperatures constant for 2 h.

Quantitative granulometry characterization consists typ-

ically in the identification of the grains map and, as a further

step, in the statistical evaluation of suitable geometrical

parameters describing the granularity of the surface. In order

to determine the distribution of the values of the equivalent

radius of surface grains, we defined operatively the surface

grains as the connected domains in the topographic map hav-

ing well-defined local curvatures and curvature signs.41,42

Grain boundaries are indeed characterized by sudden discon-

tinuities of both the mean (H) and the Gaussian (K) local

curvatures, defined as:

H ¼ 1

2

1

R1

þ 1

R2

� �
(1)

K ¼ 1

R1R2

; (2)

where R1 and R2 are the principal curvature radii.41,42

Logical conditions of the form, H> 0, K> 0, H, K, R1, R2

finite, effectively segment the topographic map into con-

nected domains, defining the grains map. Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)

show typical three-dimensional and top-views of a ns-ZrOx

surface, where the morphological basic units (the grains) are

clearly visible. Fig. 1(c) shows the corresponding binary
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grain mask, obtained according to the described segmenta-

tion procedure. The equivalent radius of each grain defined

by the binary mask is calculated under the assumption

of grains possessing a circular section: Req ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
proj:area=p

p
.

The equivalent diameter, in comparison with diffraction

data, is twice the equivalent radius. For each sample, we

therefore obtain the cumulative distribution of grain radii (a

representative distribution is shown in the inset of Fig. 1(c));

median values and median absolute deviations (MADs) are

calculated from these distributions.

Tip-sample convolution effects are known to affect the

apparent lateral dimensions of surface grains, typically

increasing the lateral width of objects.43 The determined val-

ues of the equivalent grain radii are therefore not extremely

accurate; nevertheless, the relative comparison of the mean

(median) values among different samples is possible and

meaningful, because convolution effects are supposed to be

similar.

TEM and x-ray analysis of ns-ZrOx films

The nanostructure of ZrOx films was characterized by

high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)

using a FEI Tecnai F20 microscope operated at 200 kV.

The X-ray powder diffraction analysis (XRPD) meas-

urements were performed at the synchrotron light source

facility ELETTRA in Trieste (Italy) at the Materials

Characterization by X-ray diffraction beamline (MCX) in

order to determine the thermal expansion and structural evo-

lution up to 1000 �C, using the monochromatic radiation

(k¼ 0.8270 Å) and the set up described in Refs. 44 and 45.

The capillary containing the cluster-assembled zirconia was

inserted into a closed furnace (for accurate temperature con-

trol in the range 25–1000 �C) and sealed in order to be

switched from vacuum to air or inert gas (N2) atmospheres.

Thermal annealing of the film was performed with a ramp of

50 �C in 5 min and then heating the sample at fixed tempera-

ture for 20 min. Two sets of measurements were performed,

one in vacuum and the other in air. Diffraction signals were

collected by a translating curved (cylindrical) imaging plate

detector, to assure a constant sample-detector distance and

avoid geometrical corrections for intensity. Raw data (pixel

vs. intensity) extracted with Fit2D software46 were converted

into an angle/intensity histogram by a preliminary calibration

performed with the NIST standard Si powder. Rietveld anal-

ysis of converted spectra was performed with GSAS soft-

ware.47 The crystallite sizes were calculated by fitting the

whole XRPD spectrum.

As-deposited ns-ZrOx films were characterized in a

UHV apparatus Leybold LHS 10/12 equipped with a hemi-

spherical electron analyzer and conventional X-ray source (Al

Ka¼ 1486.7 eV). The high-resolution spectra were acquired

in constant pass-energy mode Epass¼ 30 eV. The overall

energy resolution was 1.0 eV. The pressure in the experimen-

tal chamber during experiments was below 1� 10�9 mbar.

All spectra are referenced to the Fermi level, and the binding

energy scale is calibrated via the Au 4f5/2 core level line

(located at 88.5 eV) of a clean polycrystalline Au sample. No

charging effects on the samples under investigation were

observed during all the measurements. The line shapes were

fitted with mixed singlets obtained by a linear combination

of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian profiles sited on a Shirley

background.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As-deposited film structure and nanoscale
morphology

Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show TEM micrographs of a typical

cluster-assembled zirconia film: the elemental building

blocks are crystalline nanoparticles.

The analysis of the particle size distribution from TEM

images provides an average particle diameter of 6.0 6 1.7 nm.

The fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the lattice is compatible

with the pattern of the cubic phase (a¼ 4.9250 Å). The quan-

titative elemental analysis made by XPS shows that as-

deposited zirconia is sub-stoichiometric (ZrOx, with x¼ 1.9).

The cubic phase of the nanocrystals is confirmed by the

XRPD pattern (Fig. 3); within the limit of the experimental

resolution, the structural Rietveld fit is compatible with zirco-

nia in cubic phase with a refined unit cell parameter

a¼ 5.1253 6 0.0005 Å.

FIG. 1. (a) and (b) Three-dimensional and top-views of a representative

AFM topographic map of a ns-ZrOx film with thickness 168 nm. (c) The

grain binary mask calculated as described in the main text (using a smooth-

ing kernel size of 8.4 nm). The inset in (c) shows a representative distribu-

tion of equivalent radius values.
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Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) highlight the typical morphology of

ns-ZrOx films produced by SCBD, characterized by high spe-

cific area, roughness, and porosity at the nano scale.48

As it is well known for evolving growing interfaces, sur-

face roughness, specific area, as well as the lateral dimension

of the largest morphological features (the correlation length)

increase as time and thickness increase, according to simple

scaling laws.49,50 The characterization of the scaling expo-

nents allows therefore predicting and controlling the evolution

of the surface morphology of nanostructured materials.48

We quantitatively characterized the evolution of surface

nanoscale roughness with increasing film thickness at room

temperature. The analysis of AFM topographic maps shows

that the relationship between RMS roughness Rq and film

thickness h is governed by the power law Rq� hb (Fig. 4),

where b is the growth exponent.49 The value of b is obtained

by a linear regression of the experimental Rq vs h curve in a

log –log plot. According to our data, b¼ 0.368 6 0.001 for

ns-ZrOx films, a value typical of evolving interfaces in the

ballistic deposition regime,48–50 where incoming particles

stick on the substrate upon landing without significant mobil-

ity. A similar value of the growth exponent b was obtained

for cluster-assembled nanostructured titania films (ns-TiO2)

produced by SCBD (bns-TiO2¼ 0.380 6 0.040).48

In order to correlate the evolution of the surface mor-

phological properties with coalescence and phase transition

phenomena induced by the thermal annealing process, we

have performed surface granulometry studies based on AFM

topographic maps. We have focused our attention on the dis-

tribution of grain radius values and on their median value, in

order to correlate these data to the average crystallite size

measured by X-ray diffraction.

FIG. 2. (a) and (b) Representative

TEM images of as-deposited ns-ZrOx,

with nanocrystals and corresponding

FFTs highlighted. The obtained lattice

spacings are d111¼ 0.284 nm and

d002¼ 0.246 nm, respectively.

FIG. 3. X-ray powder diffraction pattern of an as-deposited ns-ZrOx film.

The experimental and simulated diffraction data are plotted. The most

intense diffraction peaks are labelled with Miller indices.

FIG. 4. Evolution of roughness Rq with thickness in log –log scale for

as-deposited ns-ZrOx films.
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In Fig. 5, the median values of the grain equivalent radius

of ns-ZrOx films are reported as a function of the film thick-

ness. The median grain size at room temperature is approxi-

mately constant (within less than 1 nm) across the whole

thickness range, with an average value RRT
eq ¼ 11.1 6 4.1 nm

(or an average median diameter DRT
eq ¼ 22.2 6 8.2 nm). It

should be noted that the surface features (the surface grains)

characterized by AFM likely result from the aggregation/coa-

lescence of the deposited clusters/crystallites; the AFM diam-

eter is therefore typically larger than the crystallite size

determined by TEM or X-ray diffraction, as reported in the

next paragraphs.

Crystalline structure evolution upon thermal annealing

We performed the annealing experiments for XRPD

both in air and in low vacuum (pressure �10�3 mbar), in

order to assess the role of oxygen in the phase transformation

and in the evolution of nanocrystal size. The Rietveld analy-

sis of the X-ray diffraction patterns allowed the estimation of

the phase fraction evolution of ZrOx polymorphs as a func-

tion of temperature. Fig. 6 reports the fractions of the cubic

and monoclinic phases as a function of the annealing

temperature.

The top panel shows the behaviour in vacuum (reducing

environment), whereas the bottom one in air (oxidizing envi-

ronment). As the temperature increases, we observe the

appearance of the monoclinic phase and the decrease of the

cubic phase. The arising of the stable phase takes place at

190 �C and 480 �C in air and vacuum, respectively. The trans-

formation rate appears to be slower in the case of vacuum

condition, in fact the presence of the 50% of each fraction

happens at 475 �C and 645 �C in air and vacuum, respectively,

and the phase transformation is completed at 875 �C in air

and at 975 �C in vacuum. Although the same thermal treat-

ment is operated in air and vacuum, the phase transition fol-

lows different kinetics. Thus, even if the data have been

obtained following the same annealing protocol, it can be

argued that the oxygen has a fundamental role in the phase

change as well as in the aggregation of nanocrystals.25,51,52

Evolution of grain size and film morphology with
annealing temperature

Fig. 7 shows the nanocrystal average crystallite size

(diameter) of the cubic and monoclinic phases as a function

of the annealing temperature.

FIG. 5. Evolution of the grain equivalent radius with the thickness for

as-deposited ns-ZrOx films.

FIG. 6. Phase fraction evolution as function of temperature of cubic and

monoclinic ZrOx as determined by X-ray diffraction analysis with Rietveld

method.

FIG. 7. Average crystallite size (diam-

eter) of ZrOx polymorphs as deter-

mined by full profile X-ray diffraction

pattern fit.
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The nanocrystals in the cubic phase grow up to 18–20 nm

in diameter in both cases, whereas the nanocrystals in mono-

clinic phase keep on growing. From Fig. 7, it can also be

observed as the annealing in oxidizing environment favours

the nanocrystal growth, reaching at about 1000 �C, a size dou-

bled (�80 nm) with respect to the vacuum case (�40 nm).

Annealing up to 250 �C causes a little growth of nano-

particles, probably due to the complete crystallization of

the smaller clusters from the amorphous-to-cubic phase.

Successive thermal annealing at 400 �C and 600 �C promotes

the transition from cubic to monoclinic phase, which deter-

mines further growth of the grain size. The XRPD analysis

shows that the phase transition from cubic to monoclinic

phase in air correlates with the growth of crystalline grains.

During annealing, cubic nanocrystals coarsen and when their

size reaches a critical value, they transform to stable mono-

clinic phase.22,32 This behavior has been described by the

critical-nuclear-size model;53–55 according to this model, the

monoclinic crystallites cannot grow until the nucleus size of

this phase reaches a critical value; this requires the agglom-

eration of fine-grained cubic particles into larger ones. The

growth of cubic nanocrystals beyond the critical size is ener-

getically not favorable since cubic phase has a higher total

energy compared to monoclinic one.56,57

In Fig. 8(a), we show a 2 lm� 1 lm composite AFM

image obtained by juxtaposing narrow stripes of topographic

maps of the same 150 nm-thick ns-ZrOx sample annealed at

different temperatures.

The surface morphology of ns-ZrOx appears to be stable

against large variation of the annealing temperature, up

to 800 �C. No evident surface reorganization/aggregation/

coalescence phenomena are observed. We reported only mod-

erate changes of the RMS roughness (20%–30%) induced by

thermal annealing, likely due to the increased dimensions

of crystallite reported in Fig. 7.31 Remarkably, as shown in

Fig. 8(b), the growth exponent b remains approximately con-

stant across the whole temperature range (varying between

0.380 and 0.406). In Fig. 8(c), we report the evolution of the

equivalent grain radius Req measured by AFM of the thickest

ns-ZrOx sample, as a function of the annealing temperature.

Although we observe a bland evolution (increase) of the sur-

face grain size (the equivalent diameter changes from 22 to

30 nm), the growth of surface features remains well con-

strained below the 100 nm.

Our data clearly show that cluster-assembled films depos-

ited by SCBD preserve their truly nanostructured nature also

after strong thermal treatments. The surface morphology and

structure of these films keep memory of the properties of the

nanometer-sized building blocks used to assemble them, this

memory-effect being strong and highly resilient with respect

to high-temperature annealing processes.

CONCLUSIONS

We have produced cluster-assembled zirconia films by

Supersonic Cluster Beam Deposition and characterized the

crystalline structure, grain dimensions, and surface topogra-

phy of these films over a wide temperature range, from room

temperature to 1000 �C. We summarize here the main results

obtained and shortly comment on their relevance.

(1) SCBD allows producing nanostructured zirconia films on

a variety of substrates with stable cubic phase at room

temperature (and up to 190 �C and 480 �C in oxidizing

and reducing atmosphere, respectively), with no need for

stabilizing procedures such as doping with multi-valent

cations.

FIG. 8. (a) Topographic image built up by juxtaposition of stripes of topo-

graphic maps from the same 150 nm-thick ns-ZrOx sample annealed at

increasing temperatures from top to bottom (z scale ranges from �50 to

50 nm). (b) Scaling of the RMS roughness with sample thickness of the as

deposited ZrOx samples and of the annealed samples at 250 �C, 400 �C,

600 �C, and 800 �C in air, respectively. (c) Evolution of the grain sizes with

the annealing temperatures in air, depending on the roughness of the nano-

structured zirconia surface.
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(2) The surface morphology and structure of ns-ZrO2 films

are highly resilient with respect to high-temperature

annealing processes.

(3) Even at the highest temperatures, ns-ZrO2 films possess

a truly and persistent nanostructured character, inherited

by the nanometer-sized building blocks and preserved by

the low-energy deposition regime typical of SCBD.

(4) SCBD allows depositing nanostructured zirconia films

with a precise and quantitative control on nanoscale mor-

phology and roughness exploiting simple scaling laws

typical of the ballistic deposition regime of clusters. In

particular, surface topography can be designed by con-

trolling the film thickness during the deposition process.

(5) Thermal annealing in reducing and oxidizing conditions

affects the crystalline structure, grain dimensions, and

surface topography of ns-ZrO2 films. In particular, the

presence of oxygen vacancies determines the stability of

the cubic phase and hinders the growth of nanocrystal-

line grains even at relatively high temperatures.

Overall, SCBD makes it possible to produce nanostruc-

tured zirconia interfaces with stable cubic phase at room

temperature, and with controlled phase and topography in

high-temperature conditions. Ns-ZrO2 produced by SCBD is

therefore a very promising material for demanding biotech-

nological and catalytic applications.
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